
Handybar

This is an essential piece of equipment for anybody who finds it difficult to get in and out 
of their vehicle due to physical challenges, and fits onto almost any vehicle. 

The Handybar helps you to maintain independence and travel safely wherever you go.   

Benefits of Handybar
Safe Leverage
Once the Handybar is slotted into 
the door lock it forms a strong 
handle which will support your 
weight so you can push yourself 
up. The Handybar has no weight 
limit, and the door lock is a very 
strong component of the vehicle, 
so your 
safety is assured.   

Works in Almost any Car
The Handybar works in the door 
lock of almost any vehicle. 
If your vehicle has a u-shaped 
lock the Handybar 
will fit into it. 

The Handybar makes getting in and out of your 
vehicle easy. Just slot the Handybar into the door lock 
and it creates a secure, stable handle to help you steady yourself.



See 4 Safety

The See 4 Safety light clips easily to any walker, frame, rollator or wheelchair tubing.

It switches on automatically when the sensor detects low light conditions and movement, 
and switches off when movement stops or light conditions improve.  

  Benefits of See 4 Safety

Automatic Switch on/off
The See 4 Safety light switches on automatically in 
low light conditions when movement is detected, and 
switches off when movement stops after 30 seconds. 
This means there are no switches to find in the dark, 
and battery life is preserved. 

Clip Grip 
The clip of the See 4 Safety light has a rubber grip to 
fasten onto walkers and frames securely, and fits onto 
a large range of tubing sizes.

Hands-free Use
The See 4 Safety light does not need to be touched to 
be activated or switched off, making it perfect for users 
with limited mobility or bad memories..   

1 x AAA battery included. 

The See 4 Safety helps you to navigate the night in 
safety and with confidence. 

Penco Walker Glides 

Benefits Pencro Walker Glides

Walker Glides will fit both 7/8” and 1” diameter walker 
tubes and are fitted with rust-proof stainless steel 
tightening bolts.

 From carpet to concrete, these work, so you don’t 
have to.

Penco Walker Glides make your walker easier to manoeuvre, and are appropriate for 
indoor or outdoor use. Just fit the Walker Glides to the back posts of your wheeled walker, 
tighten the bolts and you’re ready to go. 


